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AERODYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS OF A CANARD-COMTROLLED
MISSILE AT MACH NUMBERS OF 1.5 AND 2.0
Donald L. Kassner and Brian Wettlaufer*
Ames Research Center
SUMMARY
A typical missile model with nose-mounted canards and cruciform tail
surfaces was tested in the Ames 6- by 6-Foot Wind Tunnel to determine the
contributions of the component aerodynamic surfaces to the static aero-
dynamic characteristics at Mach numbers of 1.5 and 2.0 and a Reynolds number
of 1 x 10 6 , based on body diameter. Data were obtained at angles of attack
ranging from -30 to 120 for various sta es of model "build-up" (i.e., with
and without canard and/or tail surfaces . 	 Results were obtained both with
the model unrolled and roiled 45°.
For the canard and tail arrangements investigated, the model was trim-
mable at angles of attack up to about 10° with canard deflections of 9°.
Also, the tail arrangements studied provided ample pitch stability. There
were no appreciable effects of model roll orientation.
INTRODUCTION
Some recent emphasis in missile technology has been in the area of
developing a series of configurations with canard controls on the non-
constant-diameter nose portion of the missile. The objectives have been
to provide both terminal guidance and high maneuverability durin g the
flight. Of concern is the influence of the canard-control surfaces on the
missile-tail effectiveness caused by the trailing vortices from the canards.
Present predictive techniques (e.g., ref. 1) have been demonstrated to he
inadequate, particularly for the case of the canards located on non-constant-
diameter regions of the missile (e.g., the nose). Accordingly, an exten-
sive series of wind-tunnel tests (refs. 2-4) has been performed to provide
basic experimental data to be used in developing the required improved pre-
dictive techniques.
This test addressed itself to the determination of the aerodynamic
characteristics of a typical missile model with and without canards and/
or tail surfaces at Mach numbers of 1.5 and 2.0. Data were obtained at
angles of attack from -3 1 to 12°, model roll angles of 0° and 45°, and
canard-deflection angles of -3° to 15°.
* Project Engineer, ARO, Inc.
NOMENCLATURE
The axis systems and sign convention are shown in Figures 1 and 2.
Data are presented in the unrolled body-axis coordinate system. Because
the data were computer-plotted, the corresponding plot symbol, where used,




CA	CA	 missile axial-force coefficient in unrolled body-
axis system; axial force/S REF q.
C^	 CBL missile rolling-moment coefficient in unrolled body-
axis system; body rolling moment/S REF q.XREF
C Q
	CRMC rolling-moment coefficient in body-axis system for
C(B) canard panels summed together
C	 CRMB rolling-moment coefficient in body-axis system for
^C(B)+T(B) all canard and tail panels summed together
C z
	CRMT rolling-moment coefficient in body-axis system for
T(B) tail panels summed together
Cm	CM missile pitching-moment coefficient measured in un-
rolled body-axis system; pitching moment/SREFq-RREF
C	 CIVIC pitching-moment coefficient in unrolled body-axis
mC(B) system for canard panels summed together
C	 CMB pitching-moment coefficient in unrolled body-axis
mC(B)+T,(B) system for all canard and tail panels summed together
C	 CMT pitching-moment coefficient in unrolled body-axis
m'T(B) system for tail panels Summed together
C'N	 CN missile normal-force coefficient in unrolled body-
axis system; body normal force/SREFq.
C 
	 CNC normal-force coefficient in unrolled body-axis system
C(B) for canard panels summed together
C 
	 CNB normal-force coefficient in unrolled body-axis system






CNT normal-force coefficient in unrolled body-axis system
T(B) for tail panels summed together
C 
CYM missile yawing-moment coefficient in unrolled body-
axis system; body yawing moment/SREFV REF
C CYMC yawing-moment coefficient in unrolled body-axis system
C(B) for canard panels summed together
C CYMB yawing-moment coefficient in unrolled body-axis system
nC(B)+T(B) for all canard and tail panels summed together
Cn CYMT yawing-moment coefficient in unrolled body-axis system
T(B) for tail panels summed together
C CY missile side-force coefficient in unrolled body-axis
system; body side force/SRFFq
CY CYC side-force coefficient in unrolled body-axis system
C(B) for canard panels summers together
C 
CYB side-force coefficient in unrolled body-axis system
C(B)+T(B) for all canard and tail panels summed together
C CYT side-force coefficient in unrolled body-axis system
T(B) for tail panels summed together
2REF LREF reference length for all coefficients 	 (missile bodydiameter for cylindrical
	
portion);	 12.70 cm (0.417 ft)
Mm MACH free-stream Mach number
gm Q free-stream dynamic pressure
S
REF
SREF reference area for all coefficients(cross-sectional
area of	 cylindrical
	
portion of center body);	 126.7 cm ^
(0.136	 ft2)
a ALPHA angle of attack, deg
O C PHI-C missile roll	 angle, deg
OT PHI-T interdigitation angle between canard and tail 	 panels,
deg
g BETA angle of sideslip,	 deg.
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Cont- ,] Surface Code
Plot
Symbol S mbol Definition
SC D(X) deflection angle o= canard panel number X,
X (X = 1,	 2,	 3,	 4).	 See figure 2.
Configuration Code
B B body
C l Cl small canards	 (aft position)
C2 C2 small canards	 (mid position)
C3 C3 small canards (forward position)
C4 C4 large canards	 (mid position)
C6 C6 large canards (aft position)
C 7 C7 small canards	 (mid position)
N i Ni sharp nose
N 2 N2 blunt nose
N 3 N3 semiblunt nose
T1 T1 tail panels	 (aft position)
T 2 T2 tail panels	 (mid position)
i
TEST FACILITY
The Ames Research Center 6- by 6-Foot Wind Tunnel is a variable-pres-
sure, continuous-flow,closed-return type facility. The nozzle leading
to the test section is of the asymmetric sliding-block type which permits
a continuous variation of Mach number from 0.25 to 2.3. The test section
has a perforated floor and ceiling with provisions for removal of boundary-




The model and its components are shown in figure 3. The model was a
sting-mounted body of revolution, 12.70 cm in diameter and 132.08 cm in
length, as shown in figure 3(a). Three nose shapes were used: a pointed,
three-caliber tangent ogive and two blunted, three-caliber tangr:nt ogives,
as shown in figure 3(b). The model used six sets of four can4rd fins and
two sets of four tail fins, all with varicas aspect ratios, as shown in
figures 3(c) and 3(d), respectively. The dimensions of the canard and tail
fins are given in table 1. The locations of the canards and tails on the
body are indicated in the nomenclature and figure 3(a). Each of the four
canards and four tail fins had a three-component balance mounted inside the
body. The four tail fins had a fixed incidence angle of 0°. Each canard
had a variable incidence angle that was remotely controlled and monitored
from outside the tunnel. The tail fins were rolled at angles of 0° and -45°
with respect to the canards. The total model loads were measured on a
5.1--cm (2-in) six-component balance (Task MKIIIE) furnished by Ames.
Model photographs are shown in figure 4.
TESTING AND PROCEDURE
The investigation was conducted at Mach numbers of 1.5 and 2.0 and
at a Reynolds number of 1 x 10 6 , based on body diameter. Data were ob-
tained at angles of attack from -30 to 12 1 at canard incidence angles of
-3° to 15° and at model roll angles of 0° and 45°. The experimental data,
presented as a function cf angle of attack, were obtained from pitch sweeps
at a constant canard-deflection angle and constant roll angle. An angle
transducer, mounted on the aft end of the model support, was used to measure
the angle of attack of the model.
DATA REDUCTION
The six-component main balance forces and moments were corrected for
weight tares and reduced to coefficients in the unrolled body-axis system,
as shown in figure 1. The moment reference center for all body-axis coef-
ficients was at model station 66 (one-half the length of the sharp-nosed
body in figure 3(a)). All force and moment coefficients were based upon
the following dimensions:
S REF - 126.7 cm' (0.136 ft2)
REF -
- 12.70 cm (0.417 ft)
The three-component fin balance forces and moments for each canard
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and tail panel were reduced tt normal-force, hitching-moment and root
bending-moment coefficients about an axis system in the plane of the fin,
as shown in figure 2. These fin coefficients were then summed together
in two groups, canards and tails, and reduced to coefficients in an axis
system about the model centerline. They were then further reduced to
coefficients about the moment reference center in the unrolled body-axis
system. Coefficients were obtained for each axis system.
The angle of attack was corrected for flow angularity and sting de-
flections. Stream-angle corrections used to correct for flow angularity
were based on data taken during the investigation.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Computer-plotted data on C N , Cm, CA , Cy, Cq, and C Q vs a are presented
in figures 5 through 8.
Body-Alone Characteristics	 r v
Body-alone characteristics for configuration BN1 are shown in figure 5
for Mach numbers of 1.5 and 2.0 and angles of attack from -3 1
 to 12°. As
in previous body-alone tests (e.g., ref. 2), C increases somewhat, not only
with a but with increase in Mach number. The increase in C N
 with increase
in Mach number is, however, not large and with further increase in Mach
number above about M. = 2.0, CN can be expected to decrease (ref. 5).
At supersonic Mach numbers,the side forces, yawing moments and rolling
moments are essentially zwro. This is not the case, however, at subsonic
Mach numbers when a exceeds about 20 1
 (see, for example, refs 2 and 6)
Body-'fail Characteristics
Body-tail characteristics for configuration BN1T1 are presented in
figure 6 for Mach num'Prs of 1.5 and 2.0. The circular and diamond symbols
represent the results f'or the body with tail (BN1C1) while the square and
triangular symbols represent the results for the tail alone (summation of
four tail panels in the presence of the body).
Generally, the tail (Tl) developed at least half the total C N
 for a
up to about 12 0 . By comparing the Cm results of figures 5 and 6, one can
observe the strong effect of the tail in providing stability in the pitch
plane. Also, it can be seen in figure 6 that the C versus a results for
the body plus tail are not greatly different from twose for the tail alone,
especially for MW = 1.5.
None of the results were changed significantly when the model was
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tested at a roll angle, OC = PHI-C, of 45° instead of 0°. The side-force,
yawing-moment and rolling-moment coefficients for the body plus tail and
the tail (in the presence of the body) were generally negligible at all
test conditions.
Body-Canard Characteristics
Body-canard characteristics for configuration BN1C4 are presented in
figure 7 for Mach numbers of 1.5 and 2.0. The circular and diamond symbols
represent the results for the body with canard (BN1C4) while the square
and triangular symbols represent the results for the canard alone (summa-
tion of four canard panels in the presence of the body). Results are pre-
sented first for all the canard panels (position X = 1, 2, 3, 4) deflected
at SC = D(X) = -3° (see fig. 2) and with the model rolled at PHI-C = 450
(see	 g. 1). These results are followed by those for all the panels
deflected consecutively at D(X) = 0°, 1°, 3°, 6°, 9° and 15°. Then, with
the model in the unrolled position (PHI-C = 0°), results are presented with
only the side panels (X = 2 and 4) deflected consecutively at D(X) = D2 =
D4 = -3°, 0°, 1°, 3°. 6 0 , 9 0 and 150.
Generally, the canard panels developed less than half the total CN
at both test Mach numbers. Being located well forward of the pitching-
moment reference center, the canard panels also contributed substantially
to the unstable pitching-moment characteristics typical of a body without
tail fins. The results for the model rolled at PHI-C = 45° were nearly
the same as for the model in the unrolled position (PHI-C = 0 0 ). As ex-
pecte<i, increase in panel deflection angle resulted in some increase in
CN
 and positive (unstable) Cm.
Body-Canard-Tail Characteristics
Body-canard-tail characteristics for configuration BN1C41`1 are pre-
sented in figure 8 for Mach numbers of 1.5 and 2.0. The circular symbols
represent the results for the body BN1 with canard C4 and tail T1. The
square symbols represent the results for the canard ,;lone (summation of
four panels in the presence of the body), and the diamond symbols represent
the results for the tail alone (summation of four panels in the presence
of the body). Finally, the triangular symbols represent the results for
the canard plus tail in the presence of the body. Results are presented
first for the model in the unrolled position (PHI-C = 0 0 ) and with only
the canard side panels (X = 2 and 4) deflected consecutively at D(X) = D2
D4 = -3°, 0°, 1 0 , 3 0 , 6 0 , 9 0 and 15°. These results are followed by those
for the model rolled 45° (PHI--C = 45°) and all the canard panels are de-
flected consecutively at D(X) = D1 = D2 = D3 = D4 = -3°, 0°, 1°, 3°, 6°,
9° and 15°.
Generally, the canard plus tail (C4T1) developed about half the total
CM for a up to about 12 1 . A similar result was obtained at a subsonic Mach
number of 0.8 in reference 2. Enough normal force was developed by the
tail to produce stable C characteristics over most of the a range. The
canards were generally eTfective in trimming the model (C = 0) at anqles
of attack up to about 10° or 12° with panel deflections P 90 . There was
generally only a small increase in trim a with panel deflections from 9°
to 15 0 . The reader, of course, can study the various results for each
Mach number, canard deflection angle,and model roll angle.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
A typical missile model with nose-mounted canards and cruciform tail
surfaces was tested in the Ames 6- by 6-Foot Wind Tunnel to determine the
contributions of the component aerodynamic surfaces to the static aero-
dynamic characteristics at Mach numbers of 1.5 and 2.0 and a Reynolds
number of 1 x 106 , based on body diame*-r. Data were obtained at angles
of attack ranging from -3 0 to 12 0 for various stages of model "build-up"
(i.e., with and without canard and/or tail surfaces). Results were ob-
tained both with the model unrolled and rolled 450.
For the canard and tail arrangements investigated, the model was
trimmable at angles of attack up to about 10 0 with canard deflections of
9°. Also, the tail arrangements studied provided ample pitch stability.
There were no appreciable effects of model roll orientation.
Ames Research Center
National Aer3nautics and Space. Administration
Moffett Field, California 94035 	 April 12, 1977
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TABLE 1. DIMENSIONS OF CONTROL PANELSa
C l C2 C3 C4 C6 C7 Ti T 2
A 45 0 45
B 1.68 1.68 1.68 2.40 2.54 2.37 3.18 3.81
C 5.08 5.08 5.08 7.18 10.16 7.18 12.70 17.78
D .25 .25 .25 .36 .38 .36 .51 .57
E 3.81 3.81 3.81 5.39 9.53 3.56 6.3F 8.89
F 2.11 2.11 2.11 2.98 4.37 2.98 5.72 7.62
G .08 .08 .08 .08 .15 .17 .51 .51
H .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .81 3.18 3.81
1 1.52 1.52 1.52 2.15 3.84 12.70 8.89
.0 .0 .0 .0 .81
K 1.68 1.68 1.68 2.40 2.54 7.37
a NOTE:	 all dimensions are in centimeters except "A",which is	 in degrees,






NOTE: POSITIVE DIRECTIONS OF FORCE
COEFFICIENTS,  MOMENT COEFFI-
CIENTS, AND ANGLES ARE INDI-
CATED BY ARROWS.
Figure 1. Axis System.
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(a) Basic model drawing






















NOTE:  SEE TABLE I FOR GEOMETRY OF CONTROL PANELS
(c) Canard configuration


















;iOi	 '^AcIF P' FOP GEOMETRY OF CONTROL tAiMUS
(d) Tail configuration




(a ; Three-quarter front view.




(b) Three-quarter rear view




FIG. 5 BODY-ALONE CHARACTERISTICS
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FIG. 5 BODY—ALONE CHARAICTERISTICS











(DEZ004) CONFIGURATION 2 (M)
SYPSOL MACM	 PARAMTRIC VALIES
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q 	 2.005
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(0EZ005) CONFIGURATION 3 (BNITI)
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	 DATA	 PARASiTRIC VAL LC_S
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FIG. 6 BODY-TAIL CHARACTERIST ► S, MAIN BALANCE AND PANEL LOAD SUMMATIONS
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6(BEZ005) CONFIGURATION 3	 tBNITIl
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FIG. 6 BODY-TAIL CHARACTERISTICS, MAIN BALANCE AND PANEL LOAD SUMMATIONS
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F'IG. 6 BODY—TAIL CHARACTERISTICS, MAIN BALANCE AND PANEL LOAD SUMMATIONS
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306)	 COi IF I GURAT I ON 3 i ON I T I i
DATA	 PARA1ZTRIC VALUES
CN	 MACH	 1.501	 SETA	 .000
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FIG. 6 BODY-TAIL CHARACTERISTICS, MAIN BALANCE AND PANEL LOAD SUMMATIONS
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O CRM MACH 1.501	 8'c TA 000
E3 CRT's 01 -3.000
	
03 -3.000
O CA 02 -3.000	 04 -3.000











	 11	 11	 Clio,	 ......
2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7	 8	 9	 10	 11	 12	 13
a
-3 	-2 - 1 	 0	 1
.005(
.002.






















(REZ211) CONFIGURATION 12 (BN1C4)
'	 SYMBOL	 DATA PARAMETRIC VALUES
_	 O	 CRM MACH	 1.993 BETA .00D[j	CRM9 DI	 -3.000 D3 -3.000
O	 CA 02	 -3.000 04 -3.000






(8EZ212) CONFIGURATION 12 (BNIC4)
SYN^m DATA PARAh%fR'C VALUES
O CN MACH 1.501 EZTA .000
--w	 q CNB D1 .000 D3 .000
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a
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r
F(BEZ212) CONFIGURATION 12 (BN1C4)
SYMBOL DATA PARAMETRIC VALUES
O CN MACH 1.992 BETA .000
Q CN9 DI .000 03 .000
O CH D2 .000 D4 .000













CBEZ212) CONFICURATION 12 (SNIC4)
SYP CL DATA PARM-STRIC VALI.wS
Y^y	 O CY MACH 1.501 E?TA .000
.a	 q CYB DI .000 53 .000
Q CYAI QE .000 04 .000
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(BEZ212) CONFIGURATION 12 (BNIC4)
SYMSICL DATA PARAMETRIC VALUES
0 CY MACH 1.992
	 BETA .000
q cys 01 .000	 D3 .000
O CYM Dan .000	 D4 .000




FIG. 7 BODY-CANARD CHARACTERISTICS, MAIN 














(REZ2I2) CONFIGURATION 12 (SNIC4)
SYtl£ DATA PARAMETRIC VALVZS
0 CRml MACH 1.50I BETA .000
© CRms 01 .000 D3 .000Q CA D2 .000 04 .000
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(SEZ213) CONFIGURATION 12 (SN1C4)
SyKZcL	 DATA PARAPZTRIC VALUES
O	 CN RACH	 1.500	 EFTA .000
i	 q 	 CIG 01	 11000	 03 1.000
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(BEZ213) CONFIGURATION 12 (BN1C4)
SYMBM DATA PARAMETRIC VALUES
O CN MACH 1.995	 BETA .000
q CNB Dl 1.000	 03 1.000
O CM D2 1.000	 04 1.000
















(BEZ2I3) CONIFIOURATiION 12 (8NIC4)
SY^ZCL DATA PARArx--TRIC VALUES
O CY MACH 1.500 6r TA .0000 CY13 Di 1.000 53 1.000










EBEMI3) CONFIGURATION 12 (BN1C4)
SYMEOL DATA PARAMETRIC VALUES
{) CY MACH 1.935	 @ETA .000
u CYB I]1 1.000	 03 1.000
Q CYH 02 1.000	 04 1.000
D CYm 01-3 1.000	 02-4 1.000
PHI—C 45.000
a
FIG . 	 0- OD iY-Cf l `^ 1i'°{D Cl-, := AC ^i E T. S T y CS 4 1"'I MN  i-^^ ALA !Cr- f^^ D L _ Ji!'- e L.0 S,,,'7CU! tN	 .. G-Al!-
3111111








	 A I CN 6	 ^I^z D
SYP,:.O1. DATA PAWA =TRIC VPlV—_S
® CRM RACH t.EOD E-TA .000
p cFZr2 cat 1.000 a; 1400
Q CA 0? 1.000 Ulf 1.000
[!t-3 i.000 02-4 Mots
Flit-C 105.000
Q
FIG. 7 BODY-CANARD CHARACTERISTICS, MA IN BALANCE AKO PANEL LOAD SUMMAT IONS
PACE	 T'!:)
u	 Ut ?	 iL4U"0	 C"	 D- i.`J=1.000 L=IH03 -11hiv! 1000
O	 CA	 ^o? 1.000 04 1 .00`J
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( SE22 I L:)	 coi^rT i GURA i I cm 12 (Em I C14)
SYC12CL DATA PARjU27C,11C VAL":
O CN RAC14 1.5010	 EZTA .000
© Ci\ 01 3.000
	
03 3.0004 Cti U? 3.000	 a-) :,.0110
© CE-3 01_3 3.000
	 02__9 3.004
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F IG. 7 BODY-CANARD CM AnACSER I S a I C5 , MAIN BALANCE AND PAME L LOAD SaUNNAT R OMS
PACE
1(8EZ2I4) CONFIGURATION 12 (BNIC4)
SYt'r30L DATA FARAMTRIC VALUES
QQ CN MACH 1.395 BETA .400p Cry DI 3.000 03 3.000O CM DZ 3.000 V- 3:000i













710.  7 SODY-CAMAR0 CHARACTERISTICS, $lA I M DA I _AMCE AND Pf K17L LOAD SUN4, T I OM5
1	 PA0E
LL
Pt SE221 4, 9 CONE I CURA T 1®v 12 ( 2y 1 CFr B
swZ01-
	 DATA AARAS"-TFZ1C VAL1ZZS
O	 CY M-cm
	
1.504	 EZYA .00013	 CYs 01	 3.000	 03 S-000
C?	 CYPI 0E	 3.000	 04 3.000
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(BEZ21 10 CONFIGURATION 12 CBN1C4)
SYPSOL	 DATA PARAPZTRIC VALUES
Q	 CY MACH	 1.945 BETA .000	 .
q 	 CYB DI	 3.400 63 3.000Q	 CYM ce	 3.000 D4 3.000
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(RE22141 CONFIGURATION 12 (SMIC4)
SYKaOL DATA PARM=-TRIC VALUES
O CM4 MACH 1.504	 6ZTA .000
13 C	 D1 3.000	 D3 3.000
O CA 02 3.000	 U4 3.000
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(REZ214) CONFIGURATION 12 CBNIC41
SYMBOL DATA PARAMETRIC VALUES
Q CRM MACH 1.985 BETA ,000p QW8 Dt 31000 03 3.000d CA R2 3.000 04 3.000
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1.922 BETA .000	 !.
!	 L"Y8 D1	 6.000. 03 6.000
O'	 CYM Da	 5.030 D4 S.M.
a	 CYM DI-3
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VATA PARAA TRIC VALSaS
C3 CF-7 tL;CF1 1.5stl H,TA .000
Q CF12 DI SAW D3 G-000p CA 0L, 6.000 D's 0.000
O1 —^ 5. ►]QQ - D?^^ 6.OQ0
FH( —C. 45.t^00
i
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(REZ215) CONFIGURATION 12 (®N1C4)
SYMM	 DATA PARAMETRIC VALUES
0	 crdi MACH	 1.992	 BETA .000
©	 CRM,9 D1	 6.000	 03 6.000
O	 CA D2	 6.000	 D4 6.000
1
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F1G. 7 BODY-CANARD CHARACTERISTICS, MAIN BALANCE AND PANEL LOAD SUMMATIONS
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CONE I GUR T I OM 12 (EIN I C4)(BEZ216)
SYKZCt. DATA PARAMMIC VALUES0 CN MCH 1.502 E=TA .030El 01 SAW . 03 9.000
Q cm D2 9.000: 04 9.000
a cts ..Dl-3 9.040 02-+t 9.000
I
45.000









(8EZ216) CONFIGURATION 16 (8N1C4)
SYMBOL	 DATA	 PARAMETRIC VALUES
0 CN MACH 1.992 BETA .000
E1 CN9 DI 9.000 D3 9.000
O CM D2 9.000 D4 9.000














f2EZ2IS3 CONFIGURATION 12 (BNICad)
Syt=. DATA PAROTTRIC VALUES
Q CY MACH 1.502 BETA .000
CL.I1 CYB DI 9.000 D3 9.000
O CYtI 02 9.000 04 9.000
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( REZ216) CONFIGURATION 12 ( Sal I Cat )
srilem DATA PARAMTR1C VALUES
0 CRtl KACH 1.502	 SETA .000
13 CRM. Di 9.000	 D3 9.000Q CA D2 9.000	 D4 9.000










(REZ216) CONFIGURATION 12 (SNIC4)
SYMBOL	 DATA PARAIETRIC VALUES
O	 CRH MACH	 1.992 BETA .000
0	 CM2 D1	 9.000 D3 9.000












F i G . e SODY-CANARD Ct-!A AC T ER I Si I CS, MAI N BALANCE AND PAN-7L LOAD UN "Y^T 14'S
ACE	 i
(SE22I 7 ) CONFIGURATION 12 (®N I C4 )
SYPwEOL ]DATA PARAVZTRIC VAL1S5
O CN KACH 1.501	 S=;A .000
13 00 D1 15.000	 03 15.000
O Cn D2 15.000	 04 15.000p CNa'3 01.3 15.000	 M-4 15.000








(SEZc17) CONFIGURATION 12 (EN1C4)
SYrZM DATA PARAI IRIC VALUES
0 CN MACH 1.998	 6ETA .000
q 0a DI 15,000	 D3 15.000
O CH W! 15.000	 04 15.000
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FIG. 7 BODY-CANARD CHARACTERISTICS, MAIN BALANCS AND PANZIL LO11 D SUMMATIONS5
PACE	 53
..
(BEZ217)	 CON-71CURATION 12 (SNIC%-)
SYI ZCL DATA PARANMIC VALUZS
0 CY MACH 1.501	 BZTA .000
iJ CYB DI 15.000	 03 I5.000
cyll De 15.000	 04 15.000
CY?13 DI-3 15.000	 02-4 15.000
P)41-C 45.000
L)
(BEZ217) CONFIOURAT'ION 12 i8NIC4
SYMM	 DATA PARAr£TRIC VALVES
C7	 CY MACH	 1.932 EETA . .000[1	 cY6 DI	 15.000 03 15.000








( REZ217) CONFIGURATION 12 (SN 1 C4 )
SY'+`.u^l. DATA PARAFZTRIC VALLC
O CFZm P1ACH 1.501 EZTA .000
© CFa 3 Dl 15.000 Ds 15.000
v CA D2 15.000 m 15.000
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a(REZ217) CONFIGURATION 12 18N1C4)(	 SY1' M DATA PARAMETRIC VALUES
O CRM MACH I,43$ BATA ..000
0 CRM DI 15.000 D3 15.000
O CA D2 15.000 04 15.000



























FIG. 7 BODY-CAMARO CHARACTERISTICS, HAIN SAL ANCE AND PAN 7L LOAD SuliNATHOME5
PACE
	 07
U(SEZ21 O ) CONFIGURATION 12 (BN I Cat )
5rr7E:OL DATA PARAMTRtC VALES
0 CN MACH 1.502 E:TA .000
0 Ch*3 0l .040 03 .000
0 CIl p2 -3.000 04 -3.000
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(BEZ218) CONFIGURATION.12 (HNIC4)
SYMEM DATA PARAt-TRiC VARUES
0 CH MACH 1.993	 . BETA .000
q CNS 01 .000 D3 .00a
O CH D2 -3.000 D4 -3.a0a
a cPs DI-3 .000 D2-4 -3.000
teat-C .000
I







(SEZ2I8) CONS'IGLrRATION 12 (®NIC4)
SYY,=DL DATA FAR4NETRIC VALUES
O CY MACH 1.502 EFTA .000
© CTS 01 .000 03 1000
O cTM 02 -3.000 04 -3.000









(BEZ2I8) CONFIGURATION 12 (BNIC4)
SYMEM DATA PARAMETRIC VALUES
Q CY HACH 1.993	 BETA .000Q CY8 D1 .00D	 D3 .000
0 CYM 02 -3.000	 04 -3.000













(RE221 S) CONF I OURAT I ON 12 (SN i Cyr )
SYt-QL DATA PARAFTTRIC VALLES
O CRSI MACH 1.502 SETA .000
CRVa DI .000 D3 .000
O CA D2 -3.000 04 -3.070
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^^yy
i1[rkl. _. _._	 t
ySYMBOL DATA PARAMCTRIC VALUES
O CRH MACH 11993	 R£ TA .0000 CRMB D1 .000	 D3 .000
O CA D2 -3.000	 04 -3.000
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FIG. 7 BODY-CANARD CHARAC j ER I ST I CS 4 MAIN BALANCE AND PANEL LOAD SUMNAT I ONS
RAGS:	 ^3
i(SEZ219) CONFIGURATION le (SM I C4 )
5vA3IIL DATA PARAVZTRIC VALUZES
0 CN 14ACH 1.493 BETA .000© Me 0I .000 03 .000
4 Cat 02 .000 m .000
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(®FZ219) CONFIGURATION 12 (SN1C4)
SYMBOL DATA PARAMETRIC VALUES
O Ch MACH 1.998 BETA .000
q Cra DI .000 D3 .000
O Cry 02 .000 D4 .000










(BEZ219) CONFIGURATION 12 (13NIC&0
SYC xm	 DATA PARAMETRIC VALUES
O	 CY PIACH	 1.498 BETA .000
q 	 CY© DI	 .000 D3 .000
O	 CYM Q?	 .000 D4 .000
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(BEZ219) CONFIGURATION 12 (BNIC4)
SYM M DATA	 PARAMETRIC VALUES
0	 CY MACH 1.998 BETA .000
11	 CY8 D1 .000 03 .Doti
O	 CYM D2 .000 04 .COD













[REZ219] CONFIGURATION 12 (SMIC4)




0 fl .000	 D3O	 CA 02 .000
	 04
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a
(REZ2193 CONFIGURATION 12 (ENIC4)
SYMBOL DATA PARAMETRIC VALUES
0 CRM MACH 1.99E	 BETA .000
© CRMS 01 .000	 D3 .000
0 CA 02 .000	 04 .000
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(8EZ220) CONFIGURATION 12 (SNICLO
sy"37. DATA PARAMETRIC YA UESQ CN MACH 1.498 GETA .unA
Q Cha OI .000 03 .000.
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(BEZ220) CONFIGURATION I2 (BNIC4)
SYM!HX DATA PARAMETRIC VALUES
Q CN MACH 1.497	 13ETA .000
© CN3 D1 .000	 D3 .000
O CH D2 1.000	 D4 1.000
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U( BEZ220 ) CONFIGURATION 12 ( SN 1 C4 )
SYMSOL DATA PARAMETRIC VALLES
0 CY HACH 1.498 BETA .000
© CYB D1 .000 03 .000O Cm D2 1.000 D4 1.000
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a
M(BEZ220) CONFIGURATION 12 (BNIC4)
SYMBOL OATA PARAMETRIC VALUES
O CY MACH 1. 997	 BETA
q CYB Di .000	 03
O CYM D2 1.000	 04
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r
SYKE-OL DATA PARAVZYRIC VALUES
O CI M MACH 1.498	 SETA .000
El CR113 D1 .000	 D3 .000
O CA D2 1.000	 D4 1.000
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(REZ220) CONFIGURATION 12 (SN1C4)
SYMBOL DATA PARAFF'TRIC VALUES
O CRM MACH 1.997	 BETA .00D[] CRMS DI .LIDO	 D3 .000
O CA Q2 1.000	 Der 1.000
01-3 .000	 02-4 1.000
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( 2EZ221) CONFIGURATION 12 ( BN I C4
SYMOL DATA PARAI-TRIC VALUES
Q CY MACH I.WS$	 EFTA .
.E q 08 DI .000	 D3
4 Cri 0? 3.000	 04
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CBEZ2211 CONFIGURATION 12 (BNIC4)
SYMB. DATA	 PARAMETRIC VALUES
0	 CN	 MAC14	 1.997	 BETA	 1000Q	 CN9	 01	 .000	 03	 .000
O	 CN	 D2	 3.000	 D4	 3.000








(BEZSBI) CON ►= IGURATION 12 (SNIC4)
SYDT30I,; DATA PARAMETRIC YAUCS
O CY MACH 1.499	 EFTA .000
Q CYB 01 .000	 D3 1000O CYM 02 . 3.400	 04 3.000
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(8EZ221) CONFIGURATION 12 (8NIC4)
SymeoL DATA PARAMETRIC VALUES
0 CY MACH 1.997	 BETA .000
E3 CY13 DI -DOG	 D3 .000
O CYM D2 3.000	 D4 3.000












(REZ22 I	 CONE ioup-Arm 12 (SNI Cat )
SYMBOL. DATA PARAMETRIC VALUES
CRM MACH 1.499	 BETA 1000
L3 CRM 01 .000	 03 .000
0 CA W? 3.011D	 Ott 3.00D




s(REZ22.11 CONFIGURATION 12 (BN1C4)
SYMEM DATA PARO ETRIC VALUES
O CRM MACH 1.997	 BETA .000
0 CRM3 DI .000	 D3 .000O CA D2 3.000	 D4 3.000






























MEZ222) CONFIGURATI ON t2 ( SM I C4 )
SYIiE'JI_ DATA PARAMETRIC VALtZS
Q CN HACH 1 1437 EETA .000
UU CNB 01 .000 03 .000
O CM 0a 6.000 04 6.040










CBEZ222) CONFIGURATION 12 (E3NIC4.)
SYMM DATA PARAtCTRIG VALUES
o CN MACH I.s35 BETA .000
q cna oI .00a 03 .ono
O cm 0e 6.000 at 5.000
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  7 BODY —CANARD CHARACTERISTICS,      i- A I N BALANCE AND PANEL LOAD SUMMAT IONS
PACE	 33
aif (SEZ222) CONFIGURATION 12 f2N1GLBSYt cL DATA PARASCCTRIC VALV--S
Q CY I`14CH 1.497 EFTA .000
p CYS 01 .000 03 .000
O CYtt 0e 6.000 04 6.000
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CBEZ2221 CONFIGURATION 12 (BN1C41
SYMBOL.	 ^`ATA PARAMETRIC VALUES
O	 GY MACH 3.995	 13ETA .00D
CYB DI .000	 D3 .000
O	 CYM D2 6.000	 D4 6.000
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(RE2222) CONFIGURATION 12 (2N1C4)
SY"wbSL
	 DATA PARAI'ZTRIC VALU--S
0	 CR7 MACH	 1.497	 13ETA .000
Via 01	 .000	 03 .000
Q	 CA M	 6.000	 04 6.000














FIG. 7 BODY-CANARD CHARACTERISTICS, MAIN BALANCE Aft'? PANEL LOAD SUMMATIONS
PACE
	 8s
(REZ222) CONFIGURATION 12 (SNIC4)
Symeo. DATA PARAMETRIC VALLES
0 CRM MACH I.SS5 ®ETA .000
q C" D1 .000 03 .000
O CA D2 6.000 04 8.000
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(SE2223) CONFIGURATION 12 MN1M)
L.'	 SYy=-DL RATA PARAPLTRIC 'VALUES
j	 0 CN MACH 1.486 SETA .000
q 03 01 .040 03 .000O CH 02 9.000 04 9.000
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(BEZ223) CONFIGURATION 12 (BN1C4)
SYPSM DATA	 PARAMTRIC VALMS
O	 CN	 MACH	 1.995	 BETA	 .000
q 	 CNS	 01	 .000	 03	 .000
O	 CN	 D2	 9.000	 04	 9.000
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( SEZ223)	 CONFIGURATION 12 (SM IC4)
STtSoL	 DATA	 PARAMETRIC VALEIES
O	 CY	 HACH	 1.496	 ETA
©	 CYB	 DI	 .000	 03

















cBEZ223) CONFIGURATION 12 (BNlC4)
SYVBOL	 DATA PARAMETRIC VALLES
O	 CY MACH	 1.995 BETA .000
©	 CYB Di	 .000 D3 .000
O	 CYI9 D2	 9.000 04 9.000


























(REZ223) CONFIGURATION 12 (8N1C4)
sy"3Cl. DATA PARAMETRIC VALUES
_4	 O CPRM MACH 1.495 BETA .000
© CRM9 DI .000 D3 .000
O CA 02 9.000 04 9.000
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(REZ223) CONFIGURATION 12 (BNIC4)
SYMS'OL	 DATA	 PARAMETRIC VALUES
0	 CRM	 MACH I.S95 BETA .000
13	 CRMB	 ot .000 03 .000
0	 CA	 Da 9.000 N 9.000

















C SEZ224 9 CONF IGURATION 12 t 8N 1 C4 D
SYM3V. DATA PARAtETRIC VAUr.S
0 CN MACH 1.4S5 EFTA .0co
© Cha D1 1900 F. .000
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(BEZ224) CONFIGURATION 12 (BNIC4)
SYMM	 DATA PARAMETRIC VALUES
O	 CN MACH	 1.994	 BETA .000
q 	 CN13 01	 .000	 03 .000
O	 CM 0?	 15.000	 04 15.000
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FIG. 7 BODY-CANARD CHARACTERISTICS, MAIN BALANCE AND PANEL LOAD SUNNAYI035 	 #`
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(8EZE24) CONFIGURATION 82 (EiNIC10
Svpsm DATA PARAVEIRIC VALMS
d CY MACH 1.495 @ETA .00D0 CYB Dl .000 03 .COQ










(BEZ224) CONFIGURATION 12 (SN1C4)
SYMEM
	 DATA PARAMETRIC VALUES
O	 cr MACH	 1.994 SErA XOD
©	 cY8 01	 .1000 03 .000
O	 CYFI D2	 15.000 04 15.000
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C REZ224) CONFIGURATION 12 t W I C4 )
SYMEL DATA PARAMETRIC VALUES
0 cis MACH 1 .495	 6ETA .000.
17 Cf= 0I .000	 03
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(RE22241 CONFIGURATION 12 (SN1C4)
SYM01, DATA PARAMETRIC VALUES
O CRM MACH 1.994 BETA .000Q =13 D1 .009 D3 .Gt::;
.0 CA 02 15.000 04 15.000
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4
r(LE2225) CONFIGURATION 13 (SNIC4T1)
`a	 SW 29L DATA PARAMETRIC VALIF_S
O CN MACH 1.503 SETA .000
CNC DI .000 03 .000
O CNT 02 -3.000 DW -31000
A- CK9 DI-3 .000. D?-k -3.0au
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(LEZ225) CONFIGURATION 13 (BNlC4TI)
SYMOL	 DATA	 PARAMETRIC VALUES
0	 CH	 MACH	 1.989	 BETA	 .000
El	 CKC	 01	 .000	 D3	 .000
0	 CNT	 De	 -3.000	 134	 -3.000
&	 CN3	 01-3	 .000	 ELZ-4	 -3.000












(LEZ2251 CONFIGURATION 13 (BNlC4T1)
j	 syt-ov; DATA PARAMETRIC VALVES
O CM MACH 1.503 SETA .000
Q CMC D1 .000 03 .000
O CHT 02 -3.000 04 -3.000
d CMR 31-3 .000 022-4 -3.000
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(LEZ225) CONFIGURATION I3 (BNIC4TI)
SYM30L BATA PARAISTRIC VALUES
Q cm MACH 1 .838	 BETA .000
y crc 01 .000	 03 .000
Q CMT D2 -3.000	 04 -3.000
^Qr CM8 01-3 .000	 02-4 -3.000
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1AIN BALANCE AND PANEL LOAD SUMMATIONS
r
l
( OEZ225) CONFIGURATION 13 a Sid H C4T I
SYtam	 DATA PARAK:TRIC VALtZS
4	 Q	 CA HACH 1.503 EZTA .000
01 .000 D3 .000
D2 -3.000 D4 -3.000
01-3 .000 02-4 -3.000
PHI-C .000 PHI-T .000
.JO r ..r
PACE	 104




0	 CA MACH 1.998 eETA	 .000
of .000 03	 .000
02 -3.000 D4	 -3.000
01-3 .000 02-4	 -3.000
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}1	 ( MEZ225 ) CONFIGURATION 13 (SN 1 C4T 1)
SYVSCL DATA PARAVZTRIC VALLF-S
0 CY MACH 1.503 ETA .000
13 CYc D1 .000 03 .000
O CYT 02 -3.000 04 -33.000
© CYB 01-3 .000 02-4 -3.000
PHI
-c .000 PHI-T .000
a
FIG. S BODY-CANARD -TAIL
 















(MEZ225) CONFIGURATION 13 t8N'C4T11
SYMM DATA PARAMTRIC VALUES
0 CY MACH 11988	 BETA .000
q CYC D1 .000	 D3 .000
0 CYT DZ -3.004	 D4 -3.000
CYS 01-3 .000	 D2-4 -3.000
PHI-C .DOD	 PHI-T .000
a
FIG. S BODY— CANARD — TAIL CHAR., MAIN BALANCE AND PANEL LOAD SUMMATIONS
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r(MEZ225) CONFIGURATION 13 (BN1C4TI)	 f
SYt oL DATA PARArETRIC VALUES
I'o CYM MACH 1.503 SETA .000
p CYMG 0I .000 D3 .000
O CYMT 02 -3.000 04 -3.000
O CYNH D7-3 .000 02-4 -3.000
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EMEZ2251 CONFIGURATION 13 i8NIC4TI?
SYtZOL DATA PARAFETRIC VALUES
0 CYK MACH 1.986 BETA	 .000O cyrc D1 .000 D3	 .0000 CYMT D2 -3.000 D4	 -3.000
a cym 01-3 .000 02-4 	-3.000









































(NEZ225) CONFIGURATION 13 (BNtC4TI)
'	
symem DATA PARAMETRIC VALUE'S
O CRM MACH 1.503 BETA .000
L3 CRMC 01 .000 03 .000
o CRTIT D2 -3.0 00 D4 -3.00D
d CRrB 01-3 .000 D2-4 -3.000
PH1
-c .000 PHI -T .000
a





cif. .: _	 ..-,._L,wh. ^_...,...e..^_va^.y.3._-	 ' 	
-- 
^	 _^_. _.`---`—__-	 ^ ...._. rrr^-- ._.•
jt NEZ= 15) CONE I GURA€ION 13 I BN i C4T 1
syma DATA PARAMTRIC VALUES
0 CRH HACH 1.968 SETA .000
© CRV4 01 .000 03 .000
O CRHT 02 -3.080 D4 -3:000
D CRMS 0.1-3 .000 I]2-4 -3.0130
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(LEZ226) CONFIGURATION 13 (8NlC%Tl)
SYM130L DATA PARAMETRIC VALUES
0 CN MACH 1.501	 BETA .000
q cnc DI .000	 D3 .000
0 CNT D2 .000	 04 .00
& c N3 01-3 .000	 02-4 .000
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O	 CN MACH	 1.SS5 BETA .000
0	 CNC 01	 1000 03 .000
O	 CNT M	 .000 N .000
a	 CNH DI-3	 .000 D2-4 .000
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FIG. 8 BODY-CANARD-TAIL CHAR., MAIN BALANCE AND PANEL LOAD SUMMATIONS
a
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(LEZ2ES) CONFICURATION 13 tSN1C4TI 9
!	 S1MEOL DATA FARXIZTRIC VALUES
D cM MACH 1.581 EFTA .000
I	 [3 CMD 01 . 000 03 .000O criT D2 .B00 D't .000
Cf 3 01-3 .000 D2-4 1800
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(LEZ226) CONFIGURATION 13 (BNIC4T D
i	 SYMBOL	 DATA PARAMETRIC VALUES
O	 CM MACH	 1.995 BETA	 .000p	 CMC., 0E	 .000 03	 .0130
O	 CMT 02	 .000 04	 .000
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( 0EZ226) COLIC` I CURAT I ON 13 i ®N 1 C4T 1 )
SYt-OL	 DATA PARAMETRIC VALUES
CA m4cm 1.901 OETA .000
0I .000 03 .000
02 .0G0 U4 .000
01-3 .000 02-4 ,000
PHI-C .000 P'ri1-T ,COD
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(OEZ226) CONFIGURATION 13 (SNIC4TI)
SYM80L	 DATA	 PARAMETRIC VALUES	 I
O	 CA	 MACH	 1.995	 BETA	 .000
01	 .000	 03	 .000	 I'
02	 .000	 04	 .000
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'	 (MEZ228) CONFIGURATION 13 (13NIC4TI)
S NSCL DATA PARAYETRIC VALUESM
© CY MACH 1.501 BETA .0000 CYC Dt .000 03 .000
O CYT 02 .000 04 .000
CY9 01-3 .000 02-4 .000










(MEZ226) CONFIGURATION 13 (BN1C4T1)
J	 SYMBOL DATA PARAMETRIC VALLES0 CY MACH 1.955	 13--TA .00013 CYC D1 .000	 03 .000
O CYT D2 .000	 04 .000
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(MEZ226)	 CONFIGURATION 13 (ENIC4T.I)
SYMML DATA PARUIETRIC VALUES
O CYM "ACC	 1.501	 EFTA .180
y tiY ® GY1c A l	 .000	 D3 .000C• CYMT D2	 .000	 Dy .000
I
tYME 3 D1-	 . DQ0	 D2-^4 .400
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(MEZ226) CONFIGURATION 13 f8N1C4TI1
syksx DATA PARAMTRIC VALUES
p Cm MACH 1.995	 DETA .000
q CYtr 01 .000	 03 .000
O CYMT R2 .000	 04 .000
f^ GYM3 01-3 .000	 02-4 .000
PHI
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(NE Z226) CONFIGURATION 13 fMMIC42I)
SYP' OL	 DATA PARAMETRIC VALUES
O	 C umi MACH	 1 .5501 BZTA .CODD	 cmc DI	 .000 D3 .COD
d	 CRMT D2	 1000 D4 .000
G	 CRME3: DI-3	 .000 022-4 .000.
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l 1 1M.4r—a J J Lowt it 1 u WWA 1 1 VII	 10 % Oil I L►"T I L J
SYt'BM DATA PARA!£TRIC VALUES
O CF;m MACH 1.995 BETA .000
13 CRMC 01 .000 03 .00O
O CRMT w .000 04 .000
O CRMB Dl-3 .000 02-4 1000
P141-C. .000 PH1-T .000
G























(LEZn271 CONFIGURATION 13 (2N1C4TI)
SY ,!.k DATA PARAMTR1C VALUES
O CN N3ACH 1.500 EVA .000
L7 CNC 01 .000 03 .000
4 CNT o? 1.000 U4 1.000
CKS 01-3 1000 02-,4 1.000


























(LEZ227) CONFIGURATION 13 (SNIC4T1)
SYMOL DATA PARA`fETRIC VALUES
0 CN MACH 1.990 SETA .000
q CNC 01 .000 D3' .000
Q CNT 02 1.000 04. 1.100
b CNS DI-3 .000 02-4 1.000
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(LEZ227) CONFIGURATION 13 (SNIC4T1)
sylis L DATA PARAiZTRIC VALUSS
0 CM MACH 1.500 8ZTA .000D CMC DI _000 D3 .000
Q CMT D2 1.000 04 1.000
b Cn DI-3 .000 02-4 1.000
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(L-EZ227) CONFIGURATION 13 (BN1C4T1)
SYM M DATA PARAMETRIC VALIEES
0 CH MACH I.99D BETA .000Q CMC D1 .000 03 .000
-Q CMT Da .1.000 th 1.000
d CMB 0I-3 .000 D2-4 1.000
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(OEZ227) CONFIGURATION 13 (8NIC4TIl
SWSIDL	 DATA PARAiISTRIC VALUZS
0	 CA MACH 1.500 EFTA .000
01 .000 03 .000
D? 1.0x0 04 1..000
01-3 .000 02-4 1.000
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FIG. 6 BODY-CANARD-TAIL CHAR— MAIN BALANCE AND PANEL LOAD SUMMATIONS
r
COEZ227) CONFIGURATION .13 (BNIC4T1)
SYh`SM	 DATA PARAMETRIC VALUcS
O	 CA MACH 1.990 BETA	 .000
01 .000 03	 .000
De 1.000 04	 1.000
01-3 .000 02-4	 1.000
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(MEZ227) CONFIGURATION 13 (SNIC4TI)
I	 SYMBOL DATA PARAMETRIC VALUES
0 CY MACH 1.500 BETA .000
© CYC 01 .000 53 .000
O CYT 021 1.000 04 1.000
O CYB 01-3 .000 02-4 11000
i
PHI-C .000 PHI—T .000
























(MEZ227) CONFIGURATION 13 CBNIC4TI)
SYt R0L DATA PARANZTRIC VALLES
O CY MACH 1.290	 BETA .000
q CYC DI .000	 03 A00
O CYT le 1.000	 C4 1.000
a CYB DI-3 .000	 DZ-'f 1.000














( ME2227 ) CONFIGURATION 13 t SN I CL^ + I ?
5YVAML DATA PARAMETRIC VALUES
D CYM t4ACH 1.500 e-_TA .000q CYnc 01 .000 03 .000O CYHT 02 1.000 04 1.000
L] CYIs 03-3 .000 02-4 1.000
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(MEZ227) CONFIGURATION 13 (BNIC4TI)
SYM@01. DATA PARAMETRIC VALUES
0 CYM MACH 1.930	 BETA .000
El CYMC 01 .000	 03 .0000 CYMT 02 1.000	 04 1.000
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E ^ ^E2227 a CONFIGURATION 13 ( Bid i C4T 1)
51t,3. M DATA PARAAwTRIC VALVES
O CRM MACH 1.500 R=TA .400
p CSC 01 .400 03 .000O CRMT p2 1.000 04 1.000
© CRM DI-3 .000 02-4 1.000
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iNEZ227) CONFIGURATION I3 (SNIC4TI)
SYMBOL DATA PARAMETRIC VALUES
O cRm MACH 1:990 BETA .000
q CRMC Dl .000 03 .000
O CRMT D2 1.000 04 1.000© CRM3 01-3 .000 02-4 1.000
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(LEZ222)	 CONFIGURATION 13 (BNIC4TI)
SyvzrL DATA PARAVZTRIC VALUES
O CN MACH	 F ASS	 STU .000
© CNC Dl	 .000	 63 .000
O CNT D?	 3.1100	 04 3.000
® CN8 D1-3	 .OGC	 DZ-1 3.000
Fib!
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(LE22287 CONFIGURATION 13 (SNIC4TI)
	 ss
'	 SYt1CUL DATA PARAMETRIC VALVES
D CH MACH 1.499 CZTA .000D CMC 01 1000 03 .000
O CMT D. 3.000 D4 3.030
Ctl DI-3 .400 D2-4 3.000
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(LEZ228) CONFIGURATION 13 (9N1C4TI)
SYt&M RATA. PARAMETRIC VALUES
O CM MACH 1.998	 BETA .000
q cm 01 .000	 03 .000
O CmT D2 3.000	 04 3.000
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SYtEC,1_	 CJATA PARAMETRIC VALUES
O	 CA MACH 1.493 ETA .000
DI .000 03 .000
02 3.000 04 3.000
01 . 3 .0110 Oa-4 3.000
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	 DATA PARAMETRIC VALUES 4
Q	 Cd, tiACH	 1.998	 BETA .000
f.. D1	 .000	 Q3 .000
02	 3.000	 D4 31000
Qt -3	 .000	 02-4 3.000
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(MEZ228) CONFIGURATION 13 (SN1C4TI)	 I
5YI'—KL DATA PARAICTRIC VALLES
0 CY MACH 1.498 SETA .000D GYC of .000 D3 .000Q CYT 02 3.000 04 3.000
© CYB 01-3 .000 02-4 3.000
PHI-C .000 PHI-T .000
u
FIG. 8 BODY-CANARD--TAIL CHAR., MAIN BALANCE AND PANEL LOAD SUMMATIONS
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(MEZ22B) CONFIGURATION 13 (8NIC4T D
SYMSOL DATA PARAMTRIC VALUES
Q CY MACH 1.993	 BETA .000
q CYC 01 .000	 03 .000
O CYT 02 3.000	 C4 3.000
CYS 01 -3. .000	 02-4 3.000







fMEZ228) CONFIGURATION 13 [GN1C4TI)
S1T;SpL DATA PARAI .r-,TRIC VALLF'S
O CYr1 MACH 1.458 S`TA .000
© CYt ^C 01 .0-n0 03 .0000 CYMT OR 3.000 04 3.000
Ga CYt's Dt-3 .000 02-4 3.000
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FIG. 8 BODY-CANARD-TAIL CHAR., MAIN BALANCE AND PANEL LOAD SUMMATIONS
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r
( MEZ226) COIN I GURAT I Gib 13 : BN I C4T 1)
5YV4M DATA PARAMTRIC VALUES
{3 CYM MACH 1.998 67-TA	 .000
(] CYMC 01 .000 03	 .000
O CYM1 02 3.000 04	 3.000
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. 	^ (.NE22281 CONFIGURATION 13 (BN1C4T!)
SYMEOL	 DATA AARAN£TRIC VALUES
O CRM MACH	 1.498	 6=FA	 :SOD
L3 CF DI.000	 D3	 .000
`,	 O CREST D2	 3.000	 04	 3.000
0 Wo DI-3	 .000	 02-4 	 3.000
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O	 CRM MACH	 1.996 BETA	 .0000	 CRMC 01	 .000 03	 .000
O	 CRHT D2	 3.00C D4	 3.000
O	 CFM 01-3	 .000 02-4	 3.000
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(LEZ229) CONFIGURATION 13 (BN1C4T1)
SYMEXL DATA PARAMETRIC VALUES
4 Q CN MACH 1 . 499 BETA .000
© CNC D1 -000 03 .000O CNT 02 6.000 ID4 6.000	 I
a CN9 01w3 .OLEO 02-4 6.000
	 I
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CLEZ229) CONFIGURATION 13 (8N1CgT1)
SYM30L DATA PARAMETRIC VALUES
O CN MACH	 1.995	 BETA .000
q CNC dI	 .ODD	 03 .000
O CNT 02	 5.000	 04 6.000
d :	 CNB 01-3	 .000	 122.4 S.00U
0
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(LEZ229) .CONFIGURATION 13 (BNIC4T1)
SYV-90L. DATA PARANZTRIC VALUES
0. CM MACH I.R99
	
E£T'A .000D Ctic 0I .0130	 D3 .000O CMT 02 6.000	 0?} 6.000
d . cm 01-3. .000	 02-4 61000
PHI-C 400	 PHI-T .000
a
FIG. 8 BODY-CANARD
—TAIL CHAR., MAIN BALANCE AND PANEL LOAD SUMMATIONS
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(LEZ229) CONFIGURATION 13 (8NIC4T1)
SYVZOL DATA PARAMETRIC VALETS
O CPI MACH 1.996 BETA	 .000
q CMC DI .000 D3	 .0004 CMT D2 6.000 D4	 6.000
CHO DI-3 .000 D2-4	 6.000
Pm-C .000 PHI-T	 .000
i.I
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tOE2229) CONFIGURATION 13 (SNIC4TI)
SYVEM	 DATA PARAMETRIC VALUES0	 CA.	 MACH f..4SS	 BETA .000
DI .000	 03 .000







}tOEZ229 3 CONF IGURATION 13 (BN1C4T 1)
DATA	 PARAMTRIC VALUES0	 CA	 MACH 1.995 BETA .000
D1 .000 03 .000
D2 6.000 D4 6.000M-3 .040 02-4 6.000












0	 CY	 VACH	 1.493	 €ETA	 .000





	 DI-3	 .000	 D?-fit	 6.000
R41-C












(MEZ222) CONFIGURATION 13 (BNIC4T1)
SYMEM DATA PARAMETRIC VALUES
0 CY PTACH 1.996 BETA .000
q CYC 01 .000 03 .000
O CYT 02 5.000 04 5.000
A CYS 01-3 400 02-44 $.000
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I
(FIEZ 229) CONFIGURATION 13 (SNIC4TI)
SWOZOL DATA P&RAtETRIC VALU--S
0 crm VACH 1.453	 Fz-TA .000
11 cYEc of .0110	 53 .000
0 CYMT D? 6.000	 atf 6.000
cyva D1 -3 .000	 D2-14 6'000
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4(MEZ229) CONFIGURATION 13 (SNIC4T1)
SYMBOL DATA	 PARAMTRIC VALLES
O	 CYM	 MACH	 1.925	 8=_TA 	 .0000	 CYMC	 DI	 . 000	 D3	 1000
O	 CYHT02	 5.000	 04	 5.000p	 cYMB
	 01-3	 .000	 02-4	 6.000
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C NEZ229 I CONE ? GURAT I ON 13 t 8N 1 C4T 1 f




©	 Cm„ DI	 .000	 03 .000
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(NFZ229) CONFIGURATION 13 (SN1C4T1)
SY?"ML O- ATA PARAMETRM VALUES
O CRM MACH 1.996	 BETA .000
q MC DI .000	 D3 .000
O CRMT OR 6. CCU	 04 6.000D CRMB 01-3 .000	 02-4 6.000
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(LEZ2301 CONFIGURATION 13 (eN1C4Ti)
t	 SY?SOL DATA PARAMETRIC VALIFS
"i	 0 CN HACH I .4S9 ECTA .000
© CNC 01 .000 03 .000
0 CNT 02 9.900 04 9.000
. Clad DI-3 .000 O2-4 9.000
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(LEZ230 )	 CONFIGURATION 13 MI M I )
SYMM	 DATA	 PARAMTRIC VALUES
O	 CN	 MACH	 1.994	 BETA	 AC!,
0	 CNC
	 DI	 .000	 D3	 .00C
O	 CNT	 D2	 9.000	 04	 9.000
a	 CNB	 0I-3	 .000	 02-4	 9.000
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( 1_CZ230) ( 6v 1 C4T 1 )CONFIGURATION      13
I	 SYAlIIL
	 DATA PARADZTRIC VALLES
O	 Cri MACH	 1.493 ErTA	 .000
©	 cmc DI	 .000 03	 .000
O	 CEIT DS	 9.000 04	 9.000
CN3 01-3	 .000 02-4	 9.000

















(LEZ230) CONFIGURATION 13 t8NIC4TIl
SYMBOL	 W.A	 PARAMETRIC VALUES
0 CM MACH 1.934 6GTA .000
0 CMC 01 .000 03 .000
0 CMT 02 9.000 04 9.000
CM8 01-3 .000 02-4 9.000
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syfl=L 	 DATA PARAM--TRIC VALU--S
0	 CA HACH 1.493 EZ:TA .000
DI .000 D3 .000
02 9.000 D4 9.000
01-3 .000 D2-4 9.000








I a I	 t I -	 3 - .1 1- 1 3 A	 I t	 it 8 3	 1 a
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a
i0EZ230) CONFIGURATION 13 (BNIC4T1)
SYMBOL	 DATA	 PARAMTRIC VALUES
O	 CA	 MACH	 1.994	 BETA	 .000
O1	 .400
	 03	 .000
172	 MOD	 04	 9.000
Qt-3	 .000	 02-4	 9.000
PHI-C	 .000	 PHI-T	 1000
(ME2230) CONFIGURATION 13 (SMIC4T1.)
1	 SYVSIOL DATA PARAVETRiC VAL CS
O CY MACH t AS3 E=TA .000
11 CYC 01 .000 D3 .000
O CYT 02 9.000 04 9.000
CYB 01 -3 .00D D2-4 9.000
















(ME223O) CONFIGURATION 13 MIMI )
SYMBOL. VATA PARAN-TRIC VALUES
0 CY MACH 1.194 BETA	 .000
E3 CYC D1 .000 03	 .000
O CYT D2 9.000 04	 9.000
!S CYB 01-3 .000 02-4	 9.000
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(NEZ230) CONFIGURATION 13 SNIC4T1)
1_ I
	
SYYEDL QATA PARAMETRIC YALLIES
0 CYM PiACH I.498 SETA .000D CYPt DI .000 03 .000
O CYMT 02 9.000 04 9.000
0 CYM 01-3 .000 02-4 9.000
PHI-C .000 PHI-T .000
Q
i




(MEZ230) CONFIGURATION 13 WNIC4TI)
SY1s,9C[. DATA PAROCTRiC VALUES
0 CYH HACH	 1.994 BETA .000Q CYM Di	 .000 D3 .000
Q CYHT D2	 9.000 04 9.000






















































SYMBOL	 DATA PARAMTRIC VALUES
O	 Ctrl MACH	 1.4ss BETA	 .000
©	 CRVZ DI	 .000 03	 .000
4	 CRMT D2	 9.000 04	 9.000
O	 CRVS 01-3
	 .000 02-4	 9.Q00
PHI-C	 .000 PHI-T	 .000
a




(NEZ230) CONFIGURATION 13 (8NIC4TI)
SYMSOL
	 DATA PARAMcTRIC VALUES
O	 CRM MACH 1.924 BETA .000
©	 CRMC 01 .000 03 .000
O	 CRMT D2 9.000 D4 9.000
L1	 CRMB 01-3 .000 02-4 9.000
r
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CLEZ2311	 CONFIGURATION 13 (6N1C4TI)
SY7tiG- DATA PARAVZTRIC VALI=S
CN KACH	 1.500	 EFTA .1100
© CNIC DI	 .000	 D3 .000
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(LEZ23Il CONFIGURATION '13 (BNIC4TIl
SYMM DATA PARAMETRIC VALUES
O CN MACH 1 . 985 BETA	 .000
E3 CNC DI .000 03	 .000
0 CHT 02 15.000 04	 15.000
D C13B. DI-3 .000 D2-4	 15.000
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ri	 ( LEZ231 i CONS' I GURAT I OM 13 ( BN I C4T I )
sym--O. DATA PARR-STRIC VALUZS
S	 O Ct9 HACK 2.500 META .000
17 CK D2 .000 D3 .000
O CMT 02 15.000 D4 25.000
k cra 01-.3 .000 02-4 15.000
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(OE283I) CONFIGURATION 13 (SNIC4TI)
SYt -;,L
	 DATA PARAh=RIC VALLE5
CA VACH 1.500 £ETA .000
`^€ D .000 D3 .000
L'2 I5.000 Ott 15.000
DI -3 .000 Q2-4 15.000
i.
.650
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FIG.:8 BODY-CANARD-FAIL CHAR., MAIN BALANCE AND PANEL LOAD SUMMATIONS
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tOEZ23Il CONFIGURATION 13 18NIC4Til
SYMBOL	 RATA PARAMETRIC VALUES
0	 CA	 MACH 1.585	 BETA .000
D1 .000	 D3 .000
D2 15.000	 04 15.000
01-3 .000	 02-4 15.000




(MEZ2319 CONFIGURATION 13 (SN1C4T1)
,`"s Y	 SYv!^OL DATA PARAMETRIC VALUES
v	 0 CY MACH 1.540 SETA .000
[7 CYC D1 .000 03 .000
^ CYT D' 15.000 D4 15.000
a CYS D1-3 .000 D2-4 15.000




































(MEZ231) CONFIGURATION 13 [BN1C4T1)
SYVZOL DATA PARA.1'ETRiC YALI,ES
CY MACH t.ses	 SETA .000S CYC 01 .000	 03 .000
O CYT 02 15.000	 m 15.000
CYB 01=3 .000	 02-4 15.000
Pm -c .000	 PHI-T .000
a
FIG. B BODY-CAMARD-TAIL CHAR., TEA I N BALANCE AND PANEL LOAD SUMMATIONS
PACE	 179
(MEZ231) CONFIGURATION 13 (SNIC4TI)
symam DATA PARAMETRIC VALUES8 CYH MACH 1.500	 OETA .000cymc DI -ODD	 03 .000
O CyflT D2 15-ODD	 04 15.000
CYM 01-3 .000	 02-4 15.000
PHI-c .ODD	 PHI-T .000
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FIG. 8 BODY-CANARD-TAIL CHAR., MAIN BALANCE AND PANEL LOAD SUMMATIONS
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(MEZ231	 CONFIGURATION 13 (ONIC4TI't
SYMXL DATA	 PAWETRIC VALLES
Li	 LTn	 MACH	 I.=c;	 MIR	 uuu
CYMC	 01	 .000	 03	 .000
O	 CYMT	 D2	 15.000	 m	 15.000
CYM	 01-3	 .000	 D2-4	 15.000
PHI-C	 .000	 PHI-T	 .000
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,	 (NEZ231) CONFIGURATION 13 ( 2N I C4 T I )
Syrzo:-ffE DATA PARAXZTRIC VALV--S
+i	 0 Cfr1 HACH 1.500 E_TA .000
0 Cfs-ez 0I .000 03 ,000
O CRMT Q2 15.000 dll 15.000
& CF*" 01-3 .000 02-4 15.000
PHI-C .000 PHI-T .000
a




















(NEZ23I) CONFIGURATION 13 (BNIC4T1)
SYVZM DATA PARAMETRIC VALUES
O CRM RACH 1.965	 EFTA .000
© CRmc D1 .000	 n .000
O CRMT D2 15.000	 04 15.000
D CRM3 Di-3 .000	 D2-4 1! DOD
PHI-C .000	 PHI-T .000
I	 ;	 I
I
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a
FIG. B BODY-CANARD-TAIL CHAR., MAIN BALANCE AMD PAMEL LOAD SUMMATIONS
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t LEZ232 D C01 - 10URAT 1 ON 13 C SN I C%5 T 1)
SV-20L DATA PARA'IZTPIC VALUES
C crq VA.tri 1.501 .Et-TA .000r	
© CNC 01 -31000 D3 -3.000
O CNT 02 -3.640 04 -3.000
CN3 of -3 -3.003 02 -4 -3.000
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FIG. S BODY-CANARD-TAIL CHAR., MAFN BALANCE AND PANEL LOAD SUMMATIONS
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I
(LEZ232) CONFIGURATION 13 (BN1C4T1)
SYi'	 OL DATA PAWSTRIC VAL11_S
O CN MACH 1.993	 6ETA .0000 CNC 01 -3.000	 D3 -3.000
O CNT 02 -3.000	 D4 -3.000
CNB Dt-3 -3.000	 02-4 -3.000
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(LEZ232) CONFIGURATION 13 i8N1C4Tfll
'k SWSV DATA PARAM7,TR1C VAI-trLS
O Cri VACH 1.501 E—T*TA .000
e7 Crrx DI —3.000 03 -3.000
O C17T 02 —3.000 04 -3.000
G'3 01-3 —3.000 02-4 —3.000
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CLEZ232) CONFIGURATION 13 (SNIC4TI)
SYi'130I. DATA PARAMCTRJC VALUES
O c(i MACH 1.993	 BETA .000
Q cmc Dt -3.000	 03 -3.00
O CMT 02 -3.000	 04 -3.000
cM8 D1-3 -3.000	 D$-4 -3.000
























(OEZ232) CONFIGURATION 13 (BNIC4T1)
SYMBID4	 DATA PARAMETRIC VALUES
0	 CA MACH 1.501 SETA .000
al -3.000 03 -3.000
02 -3.000 04 -3.000
01-3 -3.000 02-4 -3.000
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FIG. 8 BODY-CANARD-TAIL CHAR., MAIN BALANCE AND PANEL LOAD SUMMATIONS
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O	 CA MACH 1.993 BETA .000
DI -3.000 D3 -3.000
DR -3.000 04 -3.000
0E-3. -3.400 02-4 -3.000'




















JRACH 1.501 SETA .000
at -3.000 03 -3.000
02 -3.000 04 -3.000
DI-3 -3.000 02-4 -3.000
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(MEZ232)	 CONFIGURATI©N 13 (BNIC4T1)
SYN30L	 DATA	 PARAMETRIC VALUES0	 CY	 MACH	 1 .993	 EFTA	 .000
©	 CYC	 DI	 -3,000	 D3	 -3.000
O	 CYT	 02	 -3.000	 01	 -3.000
A	 CY8	 0I-3	 -3.000	 02-4 	 3.000
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WEZ232) CONFIGURATION 13 (SMIC4TI)
SYMZ" DATA PARAMTRIC VALUES
0 cym MACH 1.501 ESTA .000
. E3 CYMC 01 -3.000 03 -3.000
0 CYMT v- -3.000 04 -3.000
cym 01-3 -3.0130 D2-4 -3.000
PHI-C 45.000 PHI-T .000
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FIG. 8 BODY-CANARD-TAIL CHAR., MAIN BALANCE AND PANEL LOAD SUMMATIONS
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(MEZ232) CONFIGURATION 13 (13NIC4'rI)
SYMCL	 DATA PARAMETRIC VALIES
0	 CYti MACH	 1.593 BETA	 .040
q 	 CYHC OI	 -3.000 03	 -3.000
O	 CYMT Cla	 -3.000 04	 -3.000A	 CYm 01-3	 -3.000 02-4	 -3.000
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` ( f^E2B321 CONFIGURATION
  13 d End I C4T I B
SYMoM DATA PARAMETRIC VALMES
O CRM MACH 1 . 501 E-TA .000
Q CRMC 01 -3.000 03 -3.000
0 CRMT 02 -3.000 04 -3.000
CRMS 01-3 -3.000 02-4 -3.000





















F E G. 8 BODY-CANARD-TAIL CHAR., MAIN BALANCE AND PANEL LOAD SUMMATIONS
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(NEZ232) CONFIGURATION I3 (SNIC4T1)
5YMOX DATA PARAMETRIC VALI.ES
O CRP! MAC14 1.993	 BETA .000
q CAMC 0I -3.000	 D3 -3.000
4 CRMT 02 -3.000	 04 -3.000
a CRT-3 D1-3 -3.000	 02-4 -3.000
1
.0125L'
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rE	 (LEZ233)	 CONFIGURATION 13 tSN1C4TI 1
'	 I	 5YVZOL DATA WAAMTRX VALUES
0 CN FTACH	 1.501	 6ETA .000
© cNc Di	 .000	 03 .000
O CNT 02	 .000
	
0f .000
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FIG. B BODY-CANARD-TAIL CHAR., MAIN BALANCE AND PANEL LOAD SUMMATIONS
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(LEZ233) CONFIGURATION 13 (BN1C4T1)
5YI1RX DATA PARAMETRIC YALIFS
O CN MACH 1 .593 BETA .000
© CNC DI .000 03 .000
O CNT D2 .000 04 .000
CNB DI-3 .000 02-4 .000
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r(L.EZ233) CONFIGURATION 13 (BNIC4T1)
5YMEK L DATA PARAMETRIC VALUES
CM MACH 1 .501 eZTA .000
Ll CmC 01 .0130 D3 400
O cMT D2 .000 D4 .000
I A C1a 01-3 .000 D2-4 .000
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(LEZ233) CONFIGURATION 13 (8N1C4T1)
SYMBOL DATA PARAMETRIC VALLES
O CM MACH 1.993	 BETA .000
CHC DI .000	 03 .000
0 CMT 02 .000	 D4 .000
A Cra DI-3 .000	 D2-4 .000
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(.OEZ2331 CONFIGURATION 13 ^BN1C4TI)
'	 SYMBOL	 DATA PARAMETRIC VALUES
O	 CA MACH	 11501 BETA .Q00
DI	 .000 D3 400
D2	 .040 a* .000
01-3	 ,000 Q2-4 .000





COMM CONFIGURATION 13 (BN1C4T1)
5Yte0L	 DATA PARAt tTRiC VALUES
I	 0	 CA MACH	 1.993 BETA	 .00001	 .000 03	 .000
k D2	 .000 04	 .000
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( ME2233) CONFIGURATION 1 3 ( SN I C.4T I )
SYNSOL DATA PARAMETRIC VALUES
0 CY MACH 1.501 SETA .000© CYC D1 .000 03 .000
O CYT D2 .000 04 .000
41 CY9 D!-3 .000 172-4 .000

















(MEZ233) CONFIGURATION 13 (BNIC4T1)
SYMr." m DATA PAMMTRIC VALt?_5
O CY MACH 1.993	 61_TA .000
13 CYC 01 .000	 03 .000
O CYT D2 .000	 D4 .000
b CY9 D1 -3 .000	 D2-4 .000
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t(MEZ233) CONFIGURATION 13 (SMIC4TI)
CVKB-M-	 DATA PARAIZZTRIC VALUES
O	 CYM MACH	 1.501 EFTA	 .000
q 	 CYNC D.	 .000 D3	 .000
O	 CYNT D2
	 1000 04	 .000
d	 CYKS DE-3	 .000 02-4	 .000
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FIG. 8 BODY--CANARD-TAIL CHAR., MAIN BALANCE AND PANEL LOAD SUMMATIONS
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I(MEZ233) CONFIGURATION 13 (SNIC4TI)
SYMeOl- DATA PARAMTRIC VALUES
!	 O CYM MACH	 1.593	 EFTA .000Q CYhiC DI	 .000	 D3 .000
0 CYMT 02	 .000	 04 .000
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(NEZ233) CONFIGURATION 13 (SN1C4T1)
SYtECL DATA PARA!CTRIC YALU-S
Q CRM MACH 1.501	 BETA .000
q C cF''i'c 01 .000	 D3 .000
O CRMT 02 .000	 04 .000
M3 01-3 .000	 02-4 .000
PHI-C 45.000	 PHI-T .000
a




(NEZ233) CONFIGURATION 13 (BNIC4TI1
SYMM	 QATA PARAMETRIC VALUES
O	 CRM MACH	 1. 993	 BETA .000
CI	 CRI'1C 01	 .000	 D3 .000
CRMT 02	 ,000	 D4 .000
CRM3 01-3	 .000	 D2-4 .000
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FIG. B DODY-CAMARD-TAIL CHAR., MAIN BALANCE AND PANEL LOAD SUMMATIONS
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(LEZ234) CONFIGURATION 13 (SNIC4T1)
SYtIapL	 DATA PARAMETRIC VALUES
O	 CN MACH	 1.502 6ZTA	 .000
q 	 CNC 01	 1.000 03	 1.000	 f
O	 CNT D2	 1.000 Dit	 1.000
CN3 01-3	 1.000 DR-4	 1.000
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a










O	 CNT 02	 160110	 04 1.000
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' FIG. 8 BODY-CANARD-TAIL CHAR., MAIN BALANCE AND PAKEEL LOAD SUMMATIONS
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rno




O	 CH MACH	 1.502 BETA	 .000p	 CMC 01	 1.000 03	 1.000








































(LEZ234) CONFIGURATION 13 (8N1C4T1)
SY1'O DATA PAROCTRIC VALUES
0 CM MACH 11992	 BETA .000
© CMC dl 1.000	 03 1.000
O CMT 02 1.000	 04 1.000


















r(OEZ2340 CONFIGURATION 13 (®NICE}T1)
Sy by-5,0L	 DATA PARAMETRIC VALUZS
0	 CA MACH 1 . 5U2 SETA .000
01 1.000 D3 1.000
02 1.000 D4 1.000
DI-3 1.000 D2-4 11000































(OEZ234) CONFIGURATION 13 (SN1C4T1)
SYM30L	 DATA PARAtETRIC VALUES
0	 CA MACH	 1.Sw	 sr'TA .000
Di	 1.000	 03 1.000
02	 1.000	 D4 1.000
01-3	 1.000	 02-4 1.000
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QWEZ234) CONFIGURATION 13 t ON I C4T 1 ?




E3	 CYC Qt	 1.000 03	 1.000




F41-C	 45.000 PHI-T	 .000
a




(MEZ234) CONFIGURATION 13 (BEq1C4T1)
SYMBOL DATA PARAMETRIC VALLES
CY MACH 1.98?	 BETA .000
CYC DI 1.000	 D3 1.040O CYT D2 1.000	 64 1.000
a CYB DI-3 1.000	 02-4 1.000









(MEZ234) CONFIGURATION 13 (BNIC4TI)
SYC-1;Q4. DATA PARAt£TRIC VALLZS
G CYWI MACH 1.502 SETA .000
D Me DI 1.000 V 1.000Q CYMT 02 1.000 04 1.000
CYME3 DI-3 1.000 D2-4 1.000
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(MEZ234) CONFIGURATION 13 (GNIC4TI)
SYFEM DATA PARAMETRIC VALUES .
0 CYM MACH I.992 BETA .000
© CYMC 01 I.000 03 1.100
O CYMT 09 1.000 04 1.000
b CYMB 01-3 1.000 02°4 1.000


































f (NEZ234) CONFIGURATION 13 (BNIC4TI)
SYKM	 DATA PARAlETR i C VAUMS
0 CRM MACH 1.502 BETA .000
E3 CRY.0 01 1.000 03 1.000
O CRMT D2 1.000 04 1.000
CRM$ 01-3 1.000 D2-1? 1.000


































FIG. 8 BODY-CANARD-TAIL CHAR., MAIN BALANCE AND PANEL LOAD SUMMATIONS
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SYM13X	 DATA PARAMETRIC VALUES
O	 CRM MACH 1.992	 BETA .DOE	 E^
CRMC D1 1.000	 D3 1.000
rj	 CRMT D2 1.000	 04 1.000
©	 CRMS 01-3 1.000	 D2-4 1.000
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(NEZ234) CONFIGURATION 13 (BNIC4TI)
FIG. 8 BODY-CANARD-TAIL CHAR., MAIN BALANCE AND PANEL LOAD SUMMATIONS
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ItLEZ2351 C©NFIGURATION 13 18N1C4T11
SYMOL	 DATA PARAF£TRIC VALkXS
0	 CN MACH	 1.504 S--JA	 .000
©	 CNC pl	 3.000 03	 3.000
0	 CNT 08	 3.000 n4	 3.000
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} CN MACH 1.993 BETA .000
CNC 01 3.000 D3 3.000
d CNT D2 3.000 D4 3.000
CNB D1-3 3.000 02-4 3.000
PHI-C! 45.000 PHI-T .000













O CM MACH 1.544 B--TA .000
p EMC D1 3.000 D3 3.000
O CMT D2 3.000 04 3.000
CM8 01-3 3.000 02-4 3.000
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(LEZ235) CONFIGURATION 13 (BN1C4T1)
SYhSCL DATA PARAZETRIC VALUES
O Cn MACH 1.993	 57TA .006
E3 CmCC Di 3.000	 F. 8.000
O -CMT D2 3.000	 U'-f 3.000
.c^ Chs 01-3 3.0130	 02-4 3.000
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(OEE235) CONFIGURATION 13 (BNiC4T1)
syp=A	 DATA PARA1-,_TRIC VALIFS i
0	 CA PIACH 11504 2ZTA .000
0I 3.000 63 3.000
D2 3.000 D4 3.000
01-3 3.000 02-4 3.000
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(OEZ235) CONFIGURATION 13 (8N1C4T1)
SYMBM	 DATA PARAMEIRIC VALUES
O	 CA	 MACH 1.993	 BETA .000
DI 3.000	 03 3.000
Q2 3.000	 04 3.000
01-3 3.000	 02-4 3.000
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sypem	 DATA	 PARArZTR1C VALLES
O	 CY	 MACH	 I.SO4	 6c TA	 .OQO
E3	 CYC	 01	 3.000	 03	 3.000
O	 CYT	 02	 3.000	 04	 3.000
CYB	 01-3	 3.000	 Dz-4	 3.000
PHI-C


























(ME2235) CONFIGURATION 83 ISNIC4TI)
a




(MEZ14357 CONFIOURATION 13 (SNIC47f?
STM OL QAIA PARAHETRJC VAU15
C1 RACH 1 .593	 GYA .DOD
t, r-!,- ill 3.000	 03 3.000
C7• D2 3.000	 D4 3.000
.:^ US Dl-3 3.000	 D2-4 3.000
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:.	 (MEZ235) CONFIGURATION 13 (®NIC4T1)
5Yt9B0L DATA PARAMETRIC VALUES
O CYK MACH 1.5(34 BETA .000
© Cyn DI 3.000 03 3.000
O CYMT 02 3.000 04 3.000
CYMS 01-3 3.000 02-4 3.000





































i MEZ2351 CONF i G'JRAT I ON I ' ESN 1 C4T 11
SYHW- DATk PARAMETRIC ALUES
O CY>'I MACH I.SS3	 MTA .000
[] cyt-- DI 3..000	 03 3.000
Q CYHT D2. 3.000	 EN 3.000
A CYZIS DI-3 3.000	 02-4 3.000
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n
(NEZ235) CONFIGURATION I3 (SNIC4TI)
SYM30L	 DATA PARAMTRIC VALUES
0	 CRM MACH	 1.504 BETA	 .000
n	 CRIC 01	 3.000 03	 3.000
!	 d	 CFZKT 02	 3.000 04	 ;,.000?	 CRMB 0I-3
	 3.000 02.4	 :*.000
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O CRM KACI-1 1.833 BETA .000
Cl CRMC 01 31000 03 3.000
O CRMT D2 3.000 04 3.000
d CRMS 0I-3 3.000 DE-4 3.000






























(PEZ235) CONFIGURATION 13 (BN1C4T I)
SytooL DATA PARAICTRIC VALLF4S
0 CN MACH 1.502 BETA .000
© CNC 0! 6.000 D3 6.000
O CNT 02 6.000 Dot 6.000
CN8 DI-3 6.040 02-4 6.000
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(PE2236) CONFIGURATION 13 (BN1C4T1)
SYr30L DATA PARAMETRIC VALUES
O CN MACH	 1.990	 BETA .000
0 CNC DI	 6.000	 D3 6.000
O CNT 02	 6.000	 04 6.000
0 CN3 01-3	 6.000	 02-4 6.000
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(PEZ235) CONFIGURATION 13 (SMIC4T1)
SYrZoL DATA PARAMETRIC VALLrES
0 CM MACH 1.502 H TA .000
0 Ct1C 01 6.000 03 6.000
O CHT D2 6.000 04 6.000
© CF's 01-3 6.000 02-4 6.000
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(PEZ236) CONFIGURATION 13 (®N1C4T1)
SYMBOL	 DATA PARAMTRIC VALUES
O	 CM MACH	 I.SSD BETA	 .000
E7	 cmc Dt	 6.000 D3	 6.000
O	 CH  D2	 6.000 04	 6.000
cr-3 DI-3	 6.000 02-4	 6.000





















(TEZ2-- ' NFIGURATION 13 {Biq IC4	 I)	 j
STt^Qd	 =-A PARAMTRIC VALUES
Q MACH	 I .SU2 SETA	 .000
01	 5.000 03	 6.000
0?	 6.000 04	 5.000
01-3
	 6.000 0ca-4	 6.000
PHI-C
	 45.000 PHI-T	 .000
a
r s
(TEZ236) CONFIGURATION 13 (BNIC4TI)
SYMWL	 DATA PARAMTR1C VALLES
0	 CA MACH 1.990 BETA 1000
D1 6.000 D3 6.000
02 6.000 D4 6.000
01-3 6.000 09-4 6.000
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CONFIGURATION 13 (SNIC4TI){QFZ235)
SYPOOL. DATA PARAMETRIC VALLES
O CY MACH 1.5122 MTA .000
CYC DI 6.000 D3 6.000
O CYT 02 6.000 04 6.000
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(QEZ236)	 CONFIGURATION 13 (BNIC4T1)
SYMSOL	 DATA	 PARAMETRIC VALUES
O	 CY	 MACH	 1.990	 SETA	 .000
q 	 CYC	 DI	 6.000	 D3	 5.000
i	 O	 CYT	 D2	 6.000	 04	 5.000
A	 CYB	 DI-3	 5.000	 02-4	 6.000
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(QEZ235)	 CONFIGURATION 13 (SNIC4TI)
syr.qm DATA PARAMETRIC VALLFES
0 CYt4 MACH	 1 .502	 BETA loan
© CYMC 01	 5.000	 D3 6,000
O CYMT D2	 6.000	 04 5.000
LL CYMB .0I-3	 6.000	 D2-4 6.000
PHI
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(QEZ236) CONFIGURATION 13 (ENIC4TI)
Syr=,CL	 DATA	 PAROC---TRIC VALLZS
0	 CYM	 MACH	 I.S90	 BETA	 .DODp	 CYMC	 Dt	 5.000	 03	 6.000
O	 CYMT	 02	 6.000	 014	 6.000
A	 Ma	 D1-3	 6.000	 02-4	 6.000
PHI-C
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(SEZ236) CONFIGURATION 13 (SHIC4TI)
5YnOL DATA PARAPWTRIC VALUZS
O CRM MACH 1.502 BETA .000
q CRYC DI 6..000 03 6.000Q CRMT 02 6.000 04 6.000




































(SEZ2351 CONFIGURATION 13 CBNIC4TI1
SYMBOL	 DATA .	 PARAMETRIC VALUES
0 CRM MACH I.S90 BETA .0000 CRMC D1 6.000 D3 c: .000
O CRMT DB 6.000 D4 61000
A CRMS 01-3 6.000 oz-4 6.00D
PHI-C 45.000 PHI-T .000
Q
FIG. B BODY--CANARD-TAIL CHAR., MAIN BALANCE AND PANEL LOAD SUMMATIONS
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j	 (PEZ237) CONFIGURATION 13 (BNIC4T1)
SYMBOL DA FA PARAMETRIC VALUES
0 CN MAC-1 1.502 BETA .000
© CNC DI 9.000 D3 9.000
O ENT D2 9.000 04 9.000
d CNB BI-3 9.000 D2-4 9.000



























V(PEZ2371 CONFIGURATION 13 18N1C4T1)'
SY1120L RATA PARAMETRIC VALUES
O CN MACH 1.995 BETA .000O GNC D1 9.000 03 9.000
'i	 O CNT 02 9.000 D4 9.000
D CNS DI--3 9.000 02-4 9.000
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(PE2237) CONFIGURATION 13 (BN1C4TI)
SY?ZOL DATA PARAMETRIC VALUES
O CM MACH 1.502 BETA .000
Q CMC D1 9.000 D3 9.000
d CMT D2 9.000 D4 9.000
d CMH DI -3 9.000 02 -4 9.000
PHI
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(PEZ237) CONFIGURATION 13 IBN1C4T1)
SYMBOL DATA PARAMETRIC VALUES
O CM MACH 1.995	 BETA .000
Q CMC Di 9.000	 D3 9.000
p CMT 02 9.000	 D4 9.000o CMR 0I-3 9.000	 D2-4 9.000




























(TEZ237) CONFIGURATION 13 (SNIC4T1)
SYMBOL	 DATA PARAMETRIC VALUES
O	 CA MACH 1.542 BETA .000
01 9.000 D3 91000
i D2 9.000 04 9.000
! DI-3 9.000 02-4 91000
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(TEZ237) CONFIGURATION 13 (BNIC4T1)
{	 SYr2cL	 DATA PARAMETP.IC VALUES
0	 CA MACH 1.995 BETA .000
of 9.000 03 9.000
02 9.000 D4 9.000
01-3 9.000 Q2-y 9.000
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xIQEZ237) CONFIGURATION 13 (BN1C4T1)
SYMBOL DATA PARAMETRIC VALUES
0 CY MACH 1.502 BETA .000
p CYt 03 9.000 03 9.000
O CYT 02 9.000 04 9.000
CYS 01-3 9.000 02-4 9.000































f©EZ237) CONFIGURATION 13 (BN1C4T D
SYMBOL DATA PARAMETRIC VALUES
0 CY MACH 1.995	 SEIA .000
© CYC OI 9.000	 03 9.000
O CYT D2 9.000	 04 9.000
© CY0 DI-3 9.000	 D2-4 9.000
PHI-C 45.000	 PHT-T .000
o O^ F I	 Z	 I I	 I	 I	 I 'TfT
U
a
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(4EZ237) CONFIGURATION 13 (SNIC4Tl)
SYMeoL DATA PARAMETR IC VALUES
Q CYM MACH 1.502 BETA .040
p CYMC 01 9.000 03 9.000
O CYMT 02 9.000 04 9.040
b CYPS9 D1-3 9.000 02-4 9.000
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(QEZ237) CONFIGURATION 13 (ON1C4T1)
5YV.90L DATA PARAMETRIC VALUES
O CYM MACH 1.995 BETA .000
11 CYMC DI 9.000 D3 9.000
O CYMT 02 9.000 04 9.000
A CYMB 01-3 9.000 C2-4 9.000
i
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(SEZ237) CONFIGURATION 13 (BNIC4TI)
SYMBOL DATA PARAMETRIC VALUES
0 CRM MACH 1.502	 BETA .000
CRn D1 9.000	 D3 9.000
O CRMT 02 9.000	 D4 9,000
CRV3 DI-3 9.000	 D2-4 9.000
PHI-c 45.000	 PHI-T .000


















O CRM MACH 1.995 BETA .090
© CRMC D1 9.000 03 9.000O CRMT D2 9.040 D4 9.000
CRMB D1-3 9.000 D2-4 9.000
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(SEZ237)	 CONFIGURATION 13 (BNiC471)





(PEZ238) CONFIGURATION 13 (BN1C4T1)
SYH3DL DATA PARAVrTRIC VALVES
0 CN MACH 1.502 EFTA .000j CNC DI 15.000 D3 15.000
O CNT 02 I5.000 D4 15.000
4 CN? DI-3 15.000 D2-4 15. 0."






































(PEZ238)	 CONFIGURATION 13 (SNIC4T1)
SYMBOL DATA PARAMETRIC VALUES
0 CN MACH 1.995 BETA .000
p CNC 01 15.000 03 15.000
O CNT D2 15.000 04 15.003
A CNB 01 -3 15.000 D2 -4 15.000
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fPEZ2313) CONFIGURATION 13 (BN1C4T1)
SYMBOL CATA PARAMETRIC VALUES
O CM MACH 1.502 SETA .000
7.-2 cMC D1 15.000 03 15.000
CMT 02 15.000 04 15.000
Ce1B 0I-3 15.000 02-4 15.000
PHI-C 45.000 PHI-T .000
a	 j




(PEZ238) CONFIGURATION 13 (BNIC4TI)
SYMBOL DATA PARAMETRIC VALUES
0 CM MACH 1.995	 BETA .000
q CMC 01 15.000	 03 15.000
O CMT 02 15.000	 04 15.000
d CMB 01-3 15.000	 D2-4 15.000
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f	 f1	 CA MACH 1.502 BETA .000
D1 15.000 03 15.000
02 15.000 04 15.000
01-3 15.000 02-4 15.000
# PHI -C 45.000 PHI-T .000
FIG. 8 BODY—CANARD—TAIL CHAR., MAIN BALANCE AND PANEL LOAD SUMMA'T'IONS
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(TEZ238)	 CONFIGURATION 13 (BN1C4T1)
SYMBOL	 DATA PARAMETRIC VALUES
0	 CA	 MACH 1.998	 BETA .000
Dl 15.400	 D3 15.000
02 15.000	 04 15.000
Dl-3 15.000	 02-4 15.000
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CQEZ238) CONFIGURATION 13 (BN1C4T1)
SYMBOL DATA PARAPIETRIC VALUES
O CY MACH 1.502 BETA .000
El CYC at 15.000 D3 15.0004 CYT D2 15.000 D4 15.000A CY8 01-3 15.000 02-4 15.000
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(DEZ238) CONFIGURATION 13 (BNIC4TI)
SYMBOL DATA PARAVV RIC VALUES
.	 0 CY MACH 1.495 BETA .D00
CYC at 15-oao 03 15.0co
O CYT 02 15.000 04 15.400
a CYB D1-3 15.000 02-4 15.000
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(QEZ2381 CONFIGURATION 13 (BNIC4TI)
SYMBOL DATA PARAMETRIC VALUES
^`-	 O CYM MACH 1.502 SETA .000
© CYMC DI 15. 000 D3 I5.000
O CYMT 02 15.000 D4 15.000
CYMB DI-3 15.000 D2 -4 15.000
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CPH MACH t.302' BETA .000
CRK Dl ' MAN: 03 15.000
tFt+r Da 13.000 04 15.000
Cpn9 Dl -3 15.000 02-4 15.000






(SEZ238) '` COWIMPATtON '13 (SNIC4TI )
OfmDm CATA PARAMETRIC VALMS
LAM MACH	 7:*3X BETA .000
U CRMC dt	 15.000 03 35.0004 CRMT oz 15.'aao 1 i^.00a
b CRM9 DI -3	 15.000: 02-4 15.000
PHI-C
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